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[571 ABSTRACT 
A silicone rubber vacuum bag for use in composite 
article manufacture is reusably sealed to a mold, with- 
out mechanical clamping means. The mold-mating por- 
tion of the bag is primed with a silicone rubber adhesive, 
which is cured thereto, and a layer of semiadhesive 
sealer is applied between the primed mold-mating por- 
tion of the bag and the mold. 
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1 2 
layers of a fibrous load-bearing material and a bonding 
resin is applied to the upper surface 20 of the mold 
which may, for instance, have a concavity or convexity 
defining the ultimate shape of the composite article. 
The bag 10 is then fitted over the mold 14 so that its 
inner surface 22 is juxtaposed with the composite layup 
18 and so that its perimeter portion 12 mates with the 
perimeter portion 16 of the mold. Suitable clamping 
means 24 such as a cam-operated frame are then em- 
METHOD OF REUSABLY SEALING A SILICONE 
RUBBER VACUUM BAG TO A MOLD FOR 
COMPOSITE MANLJFACWRE 
5 
The invention described herein was made in the per- 
formance of work under NASA Contract NO. NAS2- 
11771 and is subject to the provisions Of Section 305 Of 
the National Aeronautics and Space Act Of 1958 (72 
10 ployed to effect an airtight seal between the bag perime- 
ter portion 12 and the mold perimeter portion 16. The 
bag 10 is then evacuated via a nipple 26 disposed in its 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
outer surface 28 so that the surrounding atmosphere 
suPerimPosing many layers Of a fibrous loadbearing exerts a force upon the uncured composite article 18 via 
material (such as Fiberglas @, Kevlar 8 Or graphite 15 the bag 10 to press it against the mold 14. The entire 
ate pressure to the layup in the direction of the mold, 
2o silicone rubber vacuum bag 10 to the mold 14 of this temperature. 
composite article is to provide mating molds that sand- 12 is primed with a silicone rubber adhesive such as wich the composite article therebetween, under me- Dapcotac 3300 Contact Cement (available from Air- 
craft Products Co., Anaheim, CA). chanically-applied pressure. 
cured composite article, in the case of a single mold, is adhesive intended for bonding cured silicone rubber 
stock to itself, to metal, glass and many plastic surfaces. placing an airtight bag over the composite article, seal- ing the bag to the mold, and evacuating the bag. The As is usual with contact cements, it is applied to both surrounding atmosphere provides the applied pressure 3o surfaces and allowed to air dry prior to joining the to the uncured composite article via the bag. 
Silicone rubber vacuum bags have proven durable, surfaces. As employed in the present invention, the 
(such as made from nylon) and to effect the bag pe-e- the second surface (in this case, Presstite). The bag/- 
ter to mold seal by inserting a semiadhesive sealer strip 35 mold seal is effected by interposing a layer 34 of Press- 
(such as Presstite @) therebetween. Presstite is a high tite between the bag perimeter portion l2 and the 
temperature, medium pressure sealing agent. However, Primed mold Perimeter portion 16- After the 
Pressite strips are not compatible with silicone rubber. article is cured, the bag 10 may be removed from the 
mold, the Presstite peeled off from the bag, and the bag 
DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 40 reused. It has been found that the first composite curing 
According to the invention a silicone rubber vacuum cycle also cures the Dapcotac 3300, which normally 
bag for use in composite article manufacture is reusably takes 7 days at 77’ F., 50% RH to air cure. The bag may 
sealed to a mold, without mechanical clamping means. be used up to five times with a Single application Of the 
The mold-mating portion of the bag is primed with a Dapcotac 3300, after which it iS freshly primed. 
silicone rubber adhesive, which is cured thereto, and a 45 
semiadhesive sealer strip is applied between the primed 
mold-mating portion of the bag and the mold. 
Other objects, features, and advantages of the inven- 
tion will become apparent in light of the following 
description thereof. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
Stat. 435; 42 U.S.C. 2457). 
A typical composite manufacturing process 
fibers) onto a mold, 
with a bonding agent (such as epoxy), 
and curing the resulting composite article at an elevated 
the fibrous assembly may then be heated to cure the composite 
article. Finally, the bag and article are removed from 
FIG. 2 illustrates the method of reusably sealing the 
moder- 
the mold. 
One technique for Pressure to the uncured invention, The inner surface of the mold-mating flange 
&Other technique for pressure to the un- 25 Dapcotac 3300 Contact Cement is a silicone rubber 
but involve mechanically sealing the bag perimeter to 
the mold. Thus it has been known to use disposable bags 
Dapcotac 3300 is to One surface (the bag lo) 
only, is not cured prior to use, and does not “bond” to 
We Claim: 
1. A method of reusably sealing a Silicone rubber 
Priming the mold-mating Portion of the V ~ A U I ~  bag
applying a layer of semiadhesive sealer between the 
vacuum bag to a mold, comprising: 
with a silicone rubber adhesive; 
50 
primed mold-mating portion of the vacuum bag 
and the mold; 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a prior art method of 
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the method of sealing 55 
temporarily securing the primed portion of the sili- 
cone rubber vacuum bag to the layer of semiadhe- 
sive material and to the mold; 
sealing a silicon rubber vacuum bag to a mold. 
a silicon rubber vacuum bag to a mold of this invention. applying vacuum to the mold; - 
releasing the vacuum; 
removing the bag from the mold; 
peeling the semiadhesive material from the primed 
BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 
FIG. 1 shows a prior art silicone rubber vacuum bag 60 portion of the silicone rubber bag; and 
reusing the bag a plurality of times before reapplying 
additional silicone rubber adhesive to the mold- 
mating portion of the silicone rubber bag. 
~ 
10. The bag is generally planar, and has a perimeter 
portion (flange) 12. A mold 14 has a perimeter portion 
16 corresponding in size and shape to the bag perimeter 
portion 12. A composite layup 18 comprising many * * * * *  
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